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Maternal, Newborn and Child Health Care Practices  
among Mothers from Paletwa Township  

in Southern Chin State, Myanmar 
 

A cross-sectional descriptive study design using both quantitative and 
qualitative methods was conducted at selected villages in Paletwa 
Township during 2016.  Face-to-face interviews with 205 mothers of 
under two-year old children were done using pretested structured 
questionnaires. Four focus group discussions and 9 in-depth interviews 
with mothers of  under two-year old children, and 18 key informant inter- 
views with health care providers were done. The mean age of mothers 
was 28±6 years, and their highest proportion was found at 25-35 years 
age group (58%).  
The mean gestational age receiving the first time of antenatal care (ANC) 
was 14±8 weeks. Nearly half of mothers took at least four times of ANC 
during their last pregnancy. Most frequently mentioned ANC providers 
for their last pregnancy were basic health staffs (BHS) (80%). Most of 
mothers delivered their youngest child with normal spontaneous vaginal 
delivery (95%). The most frequent reason for not going to skilled birth 
attendants (SBA) was "no SBA at village" (30%). There were mothers 
(~30%) doing wrong practices on taking care of umbilicus of their 
neonates. Eighty-nine percent of mothers started breastfeeding within 
24 hours to their children after birth. The post natal care (PNC) services 
received among the mothers were mostly “immunization” (45%). 
Prevalence of the contraceptive use was 50% and injectable method was 
mostly used (59%). Thirty-five percent of clients didn't know the type of 
immunization their children received. Child health care was received 
mostly from BHS (64%). Half of the respondents reported that they have 
ever heard about village health committee (VHC) and there was a system 
for funding support for referral of patients to the hospitals. Qualitative 
results showed the challenges to get MNCH cares services including poor 
knowledge among mothers, shortage of basic health staffs, difficult in 
transportation, and improper referral systems. 
It is recommended to strengthen the numbers of health assistants and 
midwives according to the geographical situations and populations of 
communities. It is also suggested to conduct refresher trainings especially 
for locally available and functioning auxiliary midwives (AMW). 
Community awareness about existence, mechanism and support functions 
of VHC among local community members should also be increased. 
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မနမ ငင၊ ခင ပညနယ တ ငပင ၊ ပလကဝမ နယရ 
မခငမ အက  မခင ငက လ ကန မ ရ စ င ရ ကခင ဆငရ  

အ လအကငမ အ လလ သ သ တသန 
 

ယခသ တသနသည ပလကဝ မ နယရ ရ ခ ယထ သ  က  
ရ မ တင ပ လပထ သ  သ တသန ဖစပ သည။ အသက 
(၂) စ အ က က လ မ ၏ မခငစစ ပ င  ၂၀၅ ယ ကအ  
မ ခန လ မ ဖင မ မန ပ  သ တသနအခ ကအလကမ  
က ကယခခင ဖစပ သည။ ထ အပင အသက (၂) စ အ က 

က လ မ ၏ မခငအပစ (၄) စ ဖင အပစဖ ဆ ခင ၊ 
အသက (၂) စ အ က က လ မ ၏ မခင (၉) ယ ကအ  
တစဦ ခ င အ သ စတ မ မန ခင ၊ မခင ငက လ က န မ  
ရ  စ င ရ ကမ ပ လကရ သ  ကန မ ရ ဝနထမ       

(၁၈) ယ ကအ  မ မန ခင တ ကလည ပ လပ ပ  သ တ 
သနအခ ကအလကမ က ကယခပ သည။ 

သ တသနတငပ ဝင သ  မခငမ ၏ပမ မအသကမ  (၂၉) စ 
ဖစ ပ   အသက (၂၅) စမ  (၃၅) စ အပစသည အမ ဆ  
(၅၈ ရ ခင န ) ဖစပ သည။ ပထမဆ အ ကမကယဝန စ င 
ရ က ခင အ  ကယဝနအသက (၁၄) ပတတင ပမ မ အ  

ဖငရယ ကပ သည။ အနည ဆ ကယဝန စ င ရ ကမ (၄)ကမ 
ယ သ မခငမ မ  (၄၅ ရ ခင န ခန) သ ရပ သည။ န က 
ဆ ကယဝန ဆ ငခ နတင ကယဝန စ င ရ ကမအ  အ ခခ 
က န မ ရ ဝနထမ င အမ ဆ ရယ ကပ သည (၈၀ ရ ခင 

န )။ ၉၅ ရ ခင န သ  မခငမ မ န ကဆ  က လ  
မ အ  ဓမတ နည လမ အတင  မ ဖ ခ ကပ သည။ 
က မ က ငသထ သ ရ က ခင မရ သ  အ က င ပခ ကက 
မ မန သ အခ  က ရ တင က မ က ငသမရ ခင က င 

ဟ ၃၀ ရ ခင န သ  မခငမ က ဖဆခပ သည။ မ ကင စ 
က လ ငယမ ၏ ခ ကက န မ ရ စ င ရ က ခင  မမန 
ကနသ မခငအ ရအတက (၃၀ ရ ခင န ခန) ရသညကလည  
တ ရရပ သည။ ၈၉ ရ ခင န သ  မခငမ သည မမတ ၏ 
မ ကင စက လ ငယမ အ  မ ဖ ပ  (၂၄) န ရအတင  

မခင တက က က က ငသရရပ သည။ 

မ ဖ ပ  က န မ ရ စ င ရ ကမ အမ အစ မ တင 
အမ ဆ ရရ သ  စ င ရ ကမမ  က ကယ ဆ ထ ခင  
ဖစပ သည (၄၅ ရ ခင န )။ သ ဆက ခ နည လမ တစခ 
ခအ အသ ပ လကရ သ  မခငအ ရအတကမ  ၅၀ ရ ခင န  
ဖစ ပ  ထ ဆ နည လမ က အမ ဆ  (၅၉ ရ ခင န )အသ  
ပ ပ သည။ ၃၅ ရ ခင န သ  မခငမ သည က လ မ အ  
ထ ပ လ ကရ သ  က ကယ ဆ အမညမ အ  သရ ခင  
မရပ ။  

က လ မ  န မက န ဖစပ က က န မ ရ စ င ရ ကမ 
အ  ၆၄ ရ ခင န သ  မခငမ သည အ ခခကန မ ရ  
ဝနထမ မ ထမရယ ကပ သည။ ၅၀ ရ ခင န သ  မခငမ  
သည က ရ မ ရ က လကက န မ ရ က မတအ က  
ဖ က ပ က ရ မ တင လန မ အ ဆ သ လပ ပ ရ  
တငကည ဆ ငရကရန အစအစ ရ က င ကသရ ကပ သည။ 
မခင ငက လ စ င ရ က ခင ရရရနအတက အတ အဆ  
ဖစ န သ  စန ခ မမ မ  မခငမ ဗဟသတနည ပ ခင ၊ 
က န မ ရ ဝနထမ မ နည ပ ခင ၊ သ လ ရ ခကခ ခင  

င က ရ မ တင ဆ သ ပ ဆ ငရန က င မန သ  
စနစမရ ခင မ ဖစ က က င လည  တ ရရပ သည။  

သ တသန တ ရခ ကမ အ  အ ခခ ပ လလ ခ သ  က  
ရ မ တင က န မ ရ မ မ င သ ဖ ဆရ မမ အ  
က ရ ၏ ပထဝအ နအထ င လဦ ရ ပ မတည ပ  တ  

မငရန၊ အရနသ ဖ မ ၏ အရညအ သ တ မင ရ  ဦ စ  
ပ ဆ ငရကရန င က လကက န မ ရ  က မတ င 

ပတသက သ  သတင အခ ကအလကမ အ  ဒသခလထ 
မ ပမသရ စရန ဆ ငရကသငပ သည။ 

Reference: Kyaw Thu Soe, Yadanar Aung &  Kyaw Oo. The 
45th Myanmar Health Research Congress Programme & 
Abstracts: 36. (Second Prize for Young Researcher Paper) 

 

Geographical Distribution of Hypertensive Disorders in Pregnancy and  
Their Adverse Maternal and Perinatal Outcomes in Thailand 

  
Hypertensive disorders in pregnancy are a public 
health concern which has important adverse 
impacts on maternal and perinatal health, especially 
in developing countries. Among the hypertensive 
disorders in pregnancy, severe preeclampsia and 
eclampsia are contributed to the major causes of 
maternal and perinatal mortality and morbidity. 

Hypertensive disorders in pregnancy are found to be 
varied among different ethnicity and socio-economic 
status. This study aimed to assess the geographical 
distribution of hypertensive disorders in pregnancy 
across provinces of Thailand and the adverse maternal 

and perinatal outcomes. A secondary analysis of the 
hospital-based data retrieved from the 2014 database 
of the Thailand National Health Security Office 
(NHSO) using the 10th revision of the International 
Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related 
Health Problems (ICD) for pregnancy, childbirth and 
postpartum conditions. All admitted pregnant women 
aged 10-49 years with ICD-10 for hypertensive 
disorders in pregnancy were analyzed.  

A total of 315,126 women delivered, the incidence 
of hypertensive disorders in pregnancy in Thailand 
was 27.5 per 1,000 deliveries. The incidence of severe 
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preeclampsia/eclampsia in women aged ≥35 years 
was triple or double compared with those aged <20 or 
20-34 years and more common in central, southern 
and eastern areas than in northern and northeastern 
areas. Among women with severe preeclampsia/ 
eclampsia, 65.8% of them underwent cesaerean section, 
16.5% had preterm delivery and 3.4% presented post- 
partum  hemorrhage.  The  findings  of  this study will 

guide the health personnel and policy makers to 
make the well-planned strategies for health system 
and services in accordance with the incidence of 
hypertensive disorders in pregnancy by geographical 
variation and their adverse maternal and perinatal 
health. 
Reference: Liabsuetrakul T & Thida. International Journal 
Pregnancy & Child Birth 2017, 2(2): 00015. 

 

 
 

Facts on Seasonal Influenza 
Key facts 

 Seasonal influenza is an acute viral infection that 
spreads easily from person to person. 

 Seasonal influenza viruses circulate worldwide 
and can affect people in any age group. 

 In temperate climates, seasonal epidemics occur 
mainly during winter while in tropical regions, 
influenza seasonality is less obvious and epide- 
mics can occur throughout the year. 

 Seasonal influenza is a serious public health 
problem that causes severe illness and death in 
high risk populations. 

 An influenza epidemic can take an economic toll 
through lost workforce productivity and strained 
health services. 

 Influenza vaccination is the most effective way to 
prevent disease. 

 Antiviral drugs are available for treatment, though 
influenza viruses can develop resistance to the 
drugs. 

Overview 

Seasonal influenza is an acute respiratory infection 
caused by influenza viruses which circulate in all 
parts of the world. There are 3 types of seasonal 
influenza viruses, types A, B, and C. Influenza type A 
viruses are further classified into subtypes according 
to the combinations of 2 different proteins, the hae- 
magglutinin (H) and the neuraminidase (N), located on 
the surface of the virus. The subtypes of influenza A 
viruses currently circulating among humans are 
influenza A(H1N1) and A(H3N2) subtypes. The 
circulating influenza A(H1N1) is also written as 
A(H1N1)pdm09 as it caused the pandemic in 2009 
and subsequently replaced the seasonal influenza 
A(H1N1) virus which had circulated prior to 2009. 
Only influenza type A viruses are known to have 
caused pandemics. Circulating influenza B viruses 
can be divided into 2 main groups (lineages), referred 
to as B/Yamagata and B/Victoria lineages. Influenza 
B viruses are not classified into subtypes. Influenza A 
and B viruses circulate and cause outbreaks and 
epidemics. Due to this reason, relevant strains of 

influenza A and B viruses are included in seasonal 
influenza vaccines. Influenza type C virus is detected 
much less frequently and usually causes mild infections, 
thus presents less significant public health implications. 
Signs and symptoms 
Seasonal influenza is characterized by a sudden onset 
of fever, cough (usually dry), headache, muscle and 
joint pain, severe malaise (feeling unwell), sore throat 
and a runny nose. The cough can be severe and can 
last 2 or more weeks. Most people recover from fever 
and other symptoms within a week without requiring 
medical attention. But influenza can cause severe 
illness or death especially in people at high risk (see 
below). The time from infection to illness, known as 
the incubation period, is about 2 days. 
Who is at risk? 
Yearly influenza epidemics can seriously affect all 
populations, but the highest risk of complications occur 
among pregnant women, children aged 6-59 months, 
the elderly, individuals with specific chronic medical 
conditions such as HIV/AIDS, asthma, and chronic 
heart or lung diseases, and health-care workers. 
Transmission 
Seasonal influenza spreads easily, with rapid trans- 
mission in crowded areas including schools and 
nursing homes. When an infected person coughs or 
sneezes, droplets containing viruses (infectious drop- 
lets) are dispersed into the air and are spread to persons 
in close proximity who breathe these droplets in. The 
virus can also be spread by hands contaminated with 
influenza viruses. To prevent transmission, people 
should cover their mouth and nose with a tissue when 
coughing, and wash their hands regularly. 
Seasonal epidemics and disease burden 
In temperate climates, seasonal epidemics occur 
mainly during winter, while in tropical regions, 
influenza may occur throughout the year, causing 
outbreaks more irregularly. Illnesses range from mild 
to severe and even death. Hospitalization and death 
occur mainly among high-risk groups. Worldwide, 
these annual epidemics are estimated to result in about 3 
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to 5 million cases of severe illness, and about 250,000 
to 500,000 deaths. In industrialized countries most 
deaths associated with influenza occur among people 
age 65 or older. Epidemics can result in high levels of 
worker/school absenteeism and productivity losses. 
Clinics and hospitals can be overwhelmed during 
peak illness periods. The effects of seasonal influenza 
epidemics in developing countries are not fully 
known, but research estimates indicate that 99% of 
deaths in children under 5 years of age with influenza 
related lower respiratory tract infections are found in 
developing countries. 

Prevention 

The most effective way to prevent the disease is 
vaccination. Safe and effective vaccines are available 
and have been used for more than 60 years. Among 
healthy adults, influenza vaccine provides protection, 
even when circulating viruses may not exactly match 
the vaccine viruses. However, among the elderly, 
influenza vaccination may be less effective in preventing 
illness but reduces severity of disease and incidence 
of complications and deaths. Vaccination is especially 
important for people at higher risk of serious influenza 
complications, and for people who live with, or care 
for, high risk individuals. 

WHO recommends annual vaccination for: 

 pregnant women at any stage of pregnancy 
 children aged between 6 months to 5 years 
 elderly individuals (aged more than 65 years) 
 individuals with chronic medical conditions 
 health-care workers. 

Influenza vaccine is most effective when circulating 
viruses are well-matched with viruses contained in 
vaccines. Due to the constant evolving nature of 
influenza viruses, the WHO Global Influenza Sur- 
veillance and Response System (GISRS)-a network of 
National Influenza Centres and WHO Collaborating 
Centres around the world-continuously monitors the 
influenza viruses circulating in humans and updates the 

composition of influenza vaccines twice a year. For 
many years, WHO has updated its recommenda- 
tion on the composition of the vaccine that targets the 
3 (trivalent) most representative virus types in circula- 
tion (two subtypes of influenza A viruses and one 
influenza B virus). Starting with the 2013-2014 
northern hemisphere influenza season, a 4th compo- 
nent is recommended to support quadrivalent vaccine 
development. Quadrivalent vaccines include a 2nd 
influenza B virus in addition to the viruses in trivalent 
vaccines, and are expected to provide wider protec- 
tion against influenza B virus infections. A number of 
inactivated influenza vaccines and recombinant 
influenza vaccines are available in injectable form. 
Live attenuated influenza vaccine is available as a 
nasal spray. 

Treatment 

Antiviral drugs for influenza are available in some 
countries and may reduce severe complications and 
deaths. Ideally they need to be administered early 
(within 48 hours of onset of symptoms) in the disease. 
There are 2 classes of such medicines: 

1. Inhibitors of the influenza neuraminidase protein 
(oseltamivir and zanamivir; as well as peramivir 
and laninamivir which are licensed in several 
countries). 

2. M2 proton channel blockers adamantanes (aman- 
tadine and rimantadine), to which virus resistance 
has been frequently reported, limiting the effective-
ness of treatment. 

WHO monitors antiviral susceptibility among 
circulating influenza viruses to provide timely guidance 
for antiviral use in clinical management and potential 
chemoprophylaxis. Currently, the majority of circulating 
influenza viruses are resistant to the adamantanes and 
WHO recommends neuraminidase inhibitors as the 
first-line treatment for people requiring antiviral therapy. 

Source: http://www.who.int/mediacentre/factsheets/fs211/en. 
Contributed by Molecular Technology Applications Division 

 
Antibiotic Use for Travelers' Diarrhoea Favors Particularly Resistant Super Bacteria 

 
Every year, millions of travellers visit countries with 
poor hygiene, and approximately one third of them 
return home carrying antibiotic-resistant Extended-
spectrum Beta-lactamase (ESBL) intestinal bacteria. 
Most of them remain unaware of this, as the bacteria 
cause no symptoms. High-risk areas for contracting 
ESBL bacteria are South and South-East Asia, Africa 
and Latin America. Diarrhoea is the most common 
health complaint for people who travel to poor regions 
of the world. Those contracting diarrhoea have an 
increased risk of ESBL acquisition, and if they 
choose to they treat it with antibiotics, the risk 
becomes multiplied. A Finnish study led by 

Professor AnuKante le and published two years ago 
showed that among people travelling to high-risk 
areas, those contracting diarrhoea and taking 
antibiotics, up to 80% brought ESBL super bacteria 
home with them. A follow-up study led by Professor 
Kantele has now established that antibiotics taken 
while abroad not only render the tourist susceptible to 
an ESBL infection, but also lead to the most 
resistant strains of these bacteria being selected. 
"ESBL bacteria are resistant to penicillins and  
cephalosporins, which is  why  infections  caused  
by  them are treated with antibiotics from other 
groups, such as fluoroquinolones (e.g. ciprofloxacin). 
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When we analysed the patients with ESBL more 
closely, we found that among those who had not 
resorted to using antibiotics, 37% had an ESBL strain 
resistant to fluoroquinolone. As for the travellers who 
had taken fluoroquinolone, 95% had a strain of ESBL 
resistant to fluoroquinolone and, indeed, a variety of 
other antibiotics. Antibiotic use thus implies selecting 
ESBL strains with the broadest spectrum of resistance," 
Kantele explains. 

"The finding makes sense. When we take an anti-  
biotic, the bacteria that survive in our digestive system 
are those resistant to the treatment." 

Antibiotic resistance can be transferred between 
bacteria through a package containing a variety of 
resistance genes, meaning that one package may con- 
tain resistance to several types of antibiotics. Indeed, 
most fluoroquinolone-resistant ESBL strains were also 
found resistant to certain other types of antibiotics the 
resistance to which is known to be transferred in the 
same gene packages that transfer ciprofloxacin resis- 
tance. "In practice this means that travellers pick up 
the most resistant strains of ESBL, and we are left 
with dwindling treatment options for ESBL infections," 
states Kantele. 

Antibiotic resistance is a serious threat 

An ESBL infection rarely manifests through sym- 
ptoms. Still, even a symptomless carrier can pass on 
the bacteria and, with ill luck, it can cause a severe, 

even life-threatening disease. Kantele emphasises that 
antibiotic resistance is one of the biggest threats to 
health care. If antibiotics loose their efficacy, many 
infectious diseases now treated successfully with 
antibiotics may become lethal again. "The spread of 
resistant strains of bacteria makes the situation worse. 

Therefore, unnecessary use of antibiotics should be 
avoided also while travelling. Diarrhoea mostly remains 
mild or moderate, and no antibiotics are needed in 
such cases for healthy adults. They should just make 
sure to keep hydrated. And, if necessary, anti-motility 
medication can be taken in small amounts to alleviate 
the symptoms." 

The study recently published in Travel Medicine and 
Infectious Disease recruited Finnish travellers visiting 
the Travel Clinic at Aava Medical Centre as research 
subjects. The subjects gave a stool sample both before 
travel and immediately upon return, and answered 
questionnaire forms.  

A total of 90 people, all of whom had contracted an 
intestinal strain of ESBL bacteria while abroad, were 
selected to participate in the follow-up study. The 
susceptibility of the various strains to several different 
antibiotics was examined, and the results compared to 
such particulars as destination, age of traveller, 
travellers' diarrhoea, and antibiotic treatments used. 

Source: http://www.biocompare.com. 
Contributed by Biochemistry Research Division 

New Technique for Early Liver Cancer Diagnosis 
 

In many parts of the world, including Southeast Asia 
and sub-Saharan Africa, exposure to a fungal product 
called aflatoxin is believed to cause up to 80 percent 
of liver cancer cases. This fungus is often found in 
corn, peanuts, and other crops that are dietary staples 
in those regions. 

MIT researchers have now developed a way to 
determine, by sequencing DNA of liver cells, whether 
those cells have been exposed to aflatoxin. This 
profile of mutations could be used to predict whether 
someone has a high risk of developing liver cancer, 
potentially many years before tumors actually appear. 
Seeking rare mutations 
As Essigmann's lab has previously reported, exposure 
to aflatoxin usually results in a genetic mutation that 
converts the DNA base guanine to thymine.  
In the new study, the MIT team set out to see if they 
could identify mutations produced by aflatoxin long 
before cancer develops. First, the researchers exposed 
mice to a single dose of aflatoxin, four days after 
birth. After this exposure, all of the mice eventually 
developed liver cancer. The researchers sequenced 
DNA from those tumors and also from liver cells 

removed only 10 weeks after exposure, before tumors 
developed.  

To find mutations at 10 weeks, the researchers used a 
powerful genome sequencing technique that can 
identify very rare mutations -- which occur in about 
1 in 10 million to 100 million DNA base pairs. 

Unlike most DNA sequencing techniques, the one 
used in this paper, developed by researchers at the 
University of Washington, combines data from two 
complementary strands of DNA. Usually each strand 
of double-stranded DNA is sequenced alone, and each 
strand must be copied many times in order to get 
enough DNA to sequence. This copying results in the 
introduction of errors -- about one mistake for every 
500 base pairs. 

With the new technique, the two complementary strands 
are barcoded so that their sequence information can 
later be recombined. That way, the researchers can 
distinguish true mutations from copying errors. This 
technique is 1,000 to 10,000 times more accurate than 
conventional DNA sequencing, allowing researchers to 
be confident that the rare mutations they find are not 
simply mistakes.  
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The researchers found that at 10 weeks, a distinctive 
pattern of mutations that can serve as a "fingerprint" 
for aflatoxin exposure had already emerged. Specifi- 
cally, about 25 percent of the mutations occurred in 
CGC sequences.  
For reasons not yet known, aflatoxin is much more 
likely to produce mutations in guanine when it is 
flanked by cytosine on both sides. 
Aflatoxin exposure 

The researchers then compared the mutational profile 
of the aflatoxin-exposed mice to the genetic sequences 
found in liver tumors of more than 300 patients from  

around the world. They found that the signature of the  
mouse cells very closely matched the signatures of 
13 patients, mainly from sub-Saharan Africa and Asia, 
who were believed to have been exposed to aflatoxin 
in their diet. This test could also be used to study new 
cancer-protective drugs, such as oltipraz, or dietary re-
gimens that might prevent aflatoxin-induced DNA 
mutations. In China, scientists are testing whether 
broccoli sprout tea can help prevent this type of liver 
cancer, as broccoli contains a compound that also blocks 
the pathway leading to aflatoxin-induced mutations. 
Source: http://www.news-medical.net. 
Contributed by Experimental Medicine Research Division
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